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In August Bernie Sander was invited to conduct a PiT-Stop Work-

shop together with GLK and GEM. PiT-Stop stands for Problem Sol-

ving in a Team. Bernie’s approach is that there are ideas (problems 

which have solutions) and problems (which don’t). The former are 

relevant for i²m but the latter also offer a large improvement po-

tential. We wanted to find out how we are capable of utilizing 

this potential and whether PiT-Stop is a feasible tool to promote 

innovation within GEA.

PiT-Stop Method

The PiT-Stop method consists of three phases: 

1.  Interview - all employees are interviewed and their 

 ideas/problems collected

2.  Cluster - ideas/problems are clustered, prioritized and 

 assigned to various people

3.  Solve - find solutions for the problems

Workshop Preparation

For this workshop five teams were set up, each consisting of two 

colleagues. We were supported by other colleagues - so-called 

spies - from other GEA companies and divisions. The interview-

ers were also trained in the PiT-Stop method. 

Workshop Course

On day one and two of the week-long workshop, the teams inter-

viewed 86 employees from GLK and GEM. The ideas and prob-

lems which arose in the interviews were written down on presen-

tation cards and pinned to moderation boards, which had been 

set up in the lunch room of GLK. 

On the third day the ideas and problems of the employees were 

presented to their supervisors. They were asked to cluster the 

cards and appoint one person to be in charge of each of the 33 

clusters. The estimated benefit potential was ascertained for each 

cluster, so as to rank them in order of priority. The person respon-

sible for the cluster then checked the ideas and problems in more 

detail and decided whether they were:

•  Just do it

•  Quick Wins – Fast Money (to be implemented within 

 the next three months)

•  Applicable for PiT-Stop moderated workshop

•  Maintenance (e.g. Facility Management)

•  Applicable for Six Sigma or other project approach 

•  Not do it

On Thursday and Friday the interviewers changed their roles and 

PiT-Stop Workshop GEA Luftkühler GmbH and 
E-Division Holding

A lot of activity during the workshop at the lunch room of GLK.

Intense discussions with the Line Managers and Cluster Responsible while 
clustering the ideas/problems.

Markus Nacke discussing ideas/problems with his SAP-Team and the Chief 
Information Officer Ulrich Wilde.
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took over the moderation of the PiT-Stop workshops. The person 

responsible for the cluster and for initiating the PiT-Stop nomi-

nated the participants for the workshop. In most cases the person 

who submitted the problem and three or four colleagues who 

were able to contribute to the problem solving were invited for 

a one hour moderated meeting. In accordance with the PiT-Stop 

method, the problem was first defined. Then the team brainstor-

med the causes for the problem and afterwards prioritized them. 

They were then asked to define solutions for each cause until at 

least 80% of the initial problem was solved.

Follow-up

The complete workshop was followed up by a large to-do list. 

Every idea/problem was recorded including the benefit potential 

(if applicable) and the measures to be taken in order to improve 

the situation.

After this one-week workshop of course not all problems could 

be solved. Therefore the to-do list is being followed-up until all 

ideas/problems have been closed. At the same time Christian 

Wüllner and Florian Gomm are preparing the transfer of all rele-

vant ideas/problems to i²m.

Feed-back

The feed-back we received from the PiT-Stop workshop was very 

positive. It obviously went down well that the employee’s prob-

lems were taken seriously and of course they trust that problems 

which were discussed will now be resolved. On the other hand we 

cannot deny that there was a question concerning the return-on-

investment. This is to be investigated further by processing the 

ideas and solving the problems. At the end of this year the benefit 

quota of GLK and GEM will be taken as evidence as to whether 

PiT-Stop was an economical success or not.

Result

86  Interviews

248  Ideas/Problems

81 Ideas/Problems with benefit potential estimate

207.000 EUR  total estimate benefit potential

2,9  Ideas/Problems per employee

20 PiT-Stop Workshops involved nearly 

 50% employees in problem solving

EGI-Start

István Kovacsics of E-Division’s GEA EGI in Hungary spied for 

a day during the workshop. He was impressed by the positive 

reaction of the employees when they were interviewed and deci-

ded to start a similar campaign at GEA EGI. The Campaign called 

EGI-Start is taking place while this report is being written. Watch 

this space for the results of EGI-Start!

Daniel Oldengott intern in E-Division Controlling, moderating 
a PiT-Stop workshop.

Daniel Oldengott and Florian Gomm interviewing Heinz-Joachim 
Schlenkert, manufacturing GLK.

Tim Ovelgönne, E-Division technical controller, interviewing 
Christoph Draßner, design office, GLK.

Dr. Andreas Risch, head of GEA Group Innovation Management filling out 
Ideas Cards after an interview session.
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